Wilkeson is a wonderful community and we appreciate the school's historical significance in our district. As a historical site, construction at Wilkeson Elementary School requires us to follow different rules, especially when dealing with the main, sandstone structure that was erected in 1900. The other buildings were built in 1980. If our community approves the bond in February, 2016, all projects should be completed early 2020.

**Improvements include:**

**Basic building upgrades**
- Renovated interior of the main building
- New multipurpose room & kitchen
- Repair to areas of historic structure for continued use

**Renovated classrooms**
- Upgraded technology throughout school
- Conversion of portable classrooms into permanent classrooms

**Improved safety and security**
- New intercom, communication and phone systems
- Upgraded key access control systems
- Replacement of unsafe windows

**Improved sports & entertainment facilities**
- Upgraded playground equipment and play fields

**Your vote counts!**
February 9, 2016
What are the benefits of the bond for all schools across the district?

Every school will receive improvements to safety and security, upgraded technology, building upgrades, and improved sports and entertainment facilities. Glacier Middle School will receive the largest portion of the funds if the proposed 2016 Bond passes. The district plans to selectively renovate some buildings while completely replacing and adding others. The high school upgrades include covering the stadium seating area, paving the remainder of the parking area, adding restrooms, locker rooms, and athletic storage. Check out the website for detailed information about all the upgrades.

What’s the timeline on this project?

If our community approves the bond in February, 2016, all projects should be completed early 2020.

“21st Century facilities and tools are essential for our kids because we want to give them a world-class education. We don’t want to limit their futures!”

- Shauna Perez, Teacher